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D15 - Tips and Tricks for Being a Successful Paraprofessional
D15 – CPI Training
D16 - Special Education 101: An Administrator's Guide to Navigating Special Education
D16 - Tips and Tricks for Being a Successful Paraprofessional
D16 – CPI Training
D44 – CPI Training
D87 – CPI Training
D89 - Tips and Tricks for Being a Successful Paraprofessional
D89 - AAC for Preschool
D93- Introduction to Assistive Technology in CCSD93
GPAT – Working with Refugee Families - presented to the Illinois Parents as Teachers
Council
Philip J. Rock – CPI Training
All CASE/Districts – ACEs, Trauma and Relationships: A Survival Guide for Educators

Eye Gaze Technology Pilot
Our Assistive Technology specialists are working with Chip Clarke, MS CCC-SLP from the Prentke
Romich Company who visited the area and used two ESY students as participants in his
research. He is a leading expert in this area which is still a developing and advancing aspect of
AAC. He flew out this summer to observe two students using their devices, provide some
expertise and suggestions to help our students advance in using their AAC devices. He also
collected data that will be used in furthering implementation and understanding of Eye
Tracking. We look forward to continuing to participate in this exciting research.
CASE Qualified Evaluator Training
Mary Furbush and Natalie Heinrich held before and afterschool trainings last week with building
administrators throughout the CASE districts to review the CASE rubrics, introduce them to the
Embrace software program and to discuss how CASE and the districts partner in staff
evaluations. The sessions were well attended and we recorded the second one which was sent
out earlier this week.
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GECC Feature – PEP Newsletter
The Glenbard Early Childhood Collaborative was featured this month in the Glenbard PEP
newsletter. Thank you to Jeanine for working with PEP to help build the visibility of the GECC.
CLICK HERE
GECC news
Jeanine Woltman was interviewed and quoted in the Ages and Stages Questionnaires (ASQ)
newsletter. The article “Effectively Partnering with Families During the Screening Process”
provided helpful tips to providers about how to make the screening process more user-friendly
and inviting to families. It also discussed how to work collaboratively with families during
screenings and using these times as opportunities to encourage and support parents. CLICK
HERE
CIS news
Jill Kolany Hughes (DHH Itinerant Teacher) shared this photograph of
a small group of former students that she recently met for lunch. The
relationships that are formed between our traveling staff and
students – some of whom they work with for their entire school
experience – is one of the unique and special attributes that our
itinerant team bring to CASE.
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